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Nate Loenser 
Preparing a Scout Report 

Why do we scout? 

A key part of player development - teaching players how to follow a game plan


Preparing coaches, build trust with players when they know coaches have studied diligently. 
Makes in-game adjustments easier.


Take away opponent’s strengths


Self scout - know our blind spots vs the other team


What does the workflow look like? 

• Number of coaches doing scouts

• Split coaches between focussing just on teams (e.g. 5 coaches take 6 teams each in NBA and 

do the scout report when playing that team) or Games, where coaches alternate each game

• # of Scout Games: in NBA teams usually go back 3, 4 or 5 games. 

• Advance Scout: a staff position NBA teams have. How do you use the scout to go out and 

watch games in person (so they can get play calls etc vs just relying on video). When do you 
send them out (e.g. 5 games before or 1 game before, Nate prefers 5 days before so play calls 
are set)


• Edits

• Reports

• Distribution of Information: e.g. choose just 5 plays to show or show everything. Execute the 

scout “us vs us” so players have to really learn the other team’s plays, or use a scout team. 
Scout team ideal as teaching other team’s plays takes up working memory space. Station 
concept: half of players work on offensive game plan, half on defensive game plan vs scout 
team or coaches


Use scripted shell to build confidence and install defensive coverages. Get to work on multiple 
concepts within the shell.
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Video Presentation: 

• Limit # of keys

• Simple system coverages

• What’s your theme to the game?

• Clips - less is more

• Quality clips to eliminate confusion. Especially vs a know it all player! Eliminate the grey areas. 

• Provides answers to the test

• Individual questions for individual players

• “Only a sith speaks in absolutes” (e.g. this guy only goes right. If he goes left, the player will look 

at you like what the hell!)

• Where does offense game plan fit?

• Positive clips of your team before the game


Bring the Juice 

• Good scout vs bad scout

• Was it the plan or execution?


Self scout 
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• How do we give feedback?

• How do we hold our players accountable?


Use breakdowns/ Nelson Terroba defensive stat tracker to self scout. Then when agents ask why 
their guy isn’t playing, there is clear and evidence-based information.


The more minutes a guy plays, the more mistakes/ breakdowns. Therefore can’t use the total 
breakdowns number, have to do breakdowns per minute.


This results in an average grade, with the team average being 1.54. This is a bell shaped curve, so 
lowest numbers are the A+, the highest the lowest (e.g. F grade).  


Attempt to get below 400 total breakdowns as a team. 



